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Chapter – 1: Introduction 

 

With the advancement of technologies, there has been many innovations and new ideas for 

easily doing things. The changes within the digital technologies are bringing so many 

benefits, that many business organizations are now using the opportunities from digital 

technologies to their benefits so they could profit out of it. The hotel and restaurant chains 

have increasing demands at present. However, it is quite a huge industry and it could get 

confusing for those who are involved with task of managing their hotel and restaurant chains 

because of the larger demand and the way customer needs and demands could change. So this 

is why digital technologies are contributing greatly in the hospitality management business to 

ensure customer satisfaction. This report focuses on how digital technologies are helping to 

transform the hospitality management business in the context of Marriot Hotel London. 
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Rationale of the Study 

 

The hospitality industry is very popular among other industries in the UK. There has been a 

huge number of tourists and travelers from other countries coming to UK, and they have a 

wide variety of needs and demands that the hotel managers need to look into if they want to 

serve them properly. But this involves a lot of operations in the background of the business. 

Furthermore, there have been many hotel and restaurant chains in the UK which can easily 

divert the potential customers that hotels like Marriot Hotel London could have had. So, these 

hotel chains are trying to make the best use of the available digital technologies such as social 

media, security devices, secured payment system and many other technological innovations 

to bring unique service experience to their customers in order to gain their attention, as well 

as properly manage their business operations. So it is important to learn how the hospitality 

management businesses are using the opportunities to transform their business operations 

using the digital technologies so that the research could help the readers to understand the 

importance of digital technologies when it comes to influence the business activities and 

operations to cope up with the international business. 

 

Aim of the research 

 

The main aim of this research project is to demonstrate the possible ways which are being 

used by hospitality management business to transform their business activities in the context 

of Marriot Hotel London. 

 

Objectives of the Research 

 

The objectives for this research project are –  

❖ To learn about the use of digital technologies 

❖ To find out how digital technologies can impact business organizations 

❖ To find out how digital technologies are helping hospitality management business to 

transform their activities 

❖ To come up with some recommendations. 
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Research Questions 

 

The research questions –  

❖ What are the digital technologies? 

❖ How the digital technologies are benefitting businesses? 

❖ How the digital technologies are transforming the hospitality management business 

activities? 

❖ How can Marriot Hotel London make improvements to their activities with digital 

technologies to ensure customer satisfaction and effective business operation? 

 

Scope of the Research 

 

This research project will try to gather necessary information related to the possible 

transformation by digital technologies within the hospitality management sector within a 

specific period of time with enough statistical data to come up with some recommendations 

which could help Marriot Hotel London and similar businesses to find out the benefits of 

digital technologies in terms of improving their business activities. 
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Chapter – 2: Literature Review 

 

This section of the report will provide in-depth analysis of the impacts of digital technologies 

when it comes to transforming the business activities within the hospitality management 

business based on the viewpoints and opinions by other expert and researchers to further 

demonstrate the subject of the research project. 

 

Digital technologies 

The digital technologies serve as a purpose to make the daily activities of individuals as well 

as businesses easier and flexible. According to Bardi (2012), the digital technologies are the 

ways to improve how individuals do things in their daily life, and it helps business 

organizations which are involved in manufacturing operations to ensure efficiency on the 

production process. The digital technologies have become a common part of the daily 

activities and most people are now finding it difficult to cope up with the modern age without 

the use of digital technologies. With the rise of globalization, different countries are now 

getting the effects of the digital technologies. Television, for instance, is the most common 

technology that can be seen almost anywhere and so is the use of cell phones or android 

phones. These technologies are immensely helping people to connect to other people and 

keep up-to-date with other cultures and society. Clarke (2010) has stated that the use of 

technologies are not only benefiting the personal activities, but also upgraded how businesses 

produce their products and delivers it to the customers. There have been many advanced 

manufacturing machineries which are helping manufacturer companies to provide quality 

products with appropriate resources to maintain costs. With the use of cloud technology, 

many business organizations are able to store their valuable information to a private server 

and secure the data of the company, as well as the customers’ personal information so that 

privacy could be maintained. Accounting and financing software has made things easier for 

businesses to quickly come up with their financial reports and identify what are generating 

profits or loss for the organization. With the help of internet, the communication and 

marketing has improved a lot. Businesses are now able to communicate with their customers 

directly via social sites and also conduct marketing campaigns online. HR departments are 

now able to use the digital technologies to keep track of the business activities and control 

these activities to meet the goals and objectives. So many things are now easier because of 

how technologies have changed, and how technologies are changing the business operations. 

But it’s not without any cons. Bardi (2012) also states that digital technologies are not perfect 

and knowing how to use digital technologies properly may cause more harm and benefits. For 

instance, internet is used by huge number of users, which makes the privacy issue in the 

internet very weaker because there are hackers and criminals lurking among the general users 

of the internet who are trying to leak valuable information of business companies for their 
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own benefits. So it is important for companies to know how to properly make use of the 

digital technologies. 

Hospitality management 

The hospitality industry involves around the business organizations that specializes in doing 

business in the hotel and restaurants business. The term hospitality management relates to the 

management area of the hospitality industry focusing on ensuring the proper planning, 

strategy making, monitoring and controlling of the activities related to the hotel and 

restaurant chains. Hospitality management has become an important aspect in the travel and 

tourists business as well as restaurants business. Customers in these sectors expects quality 

service, and it is the job of the hospitality management to ensure optimum customer 

satisfaction. According to Enz (2010), it is the job of the managers of hotels and restaurant 

businesses to ensure quality service and know what their customers are asking for, and this is 

where they need enough skills in hospitality and proper knowledge about this to actually 

figure out the expectations of their customers. The job of the hospitality management doesn’t 

stick only there. Hospitality management is also responsible for the HR activities, finances, 

daily operations of the business, the flow of resources and many other things. 

Transformation of hospitality management by the use of digital technologies 

This has already been stated that the use of technologies are bringing so many changes to the 

personal tasks as well as to the business operation. The businesses are becoming very much 

competitive and the digital technologies are helping many businesses to sustain the 

challenges, especially when it comes to capturing the target market from the international 

business.Whether it’s the production process or simply the marketing activities; the digital 

technologies are being used by many business organizations to easily do these tasks while 

also maintaining significantly lower cost and reaching the expected objectives. Since the 

restaurants and hotel chains have become popular in many counties and in the UK, so the use 

of digital technologies are also visible in this sector. According to Lee (2014), with the help 

of digital technologies, it is now possible for businesses to communicate with their customers 

through digital marketing and online social media websites and it is also possible to get their 

feedbacks very quickly tom improve things. With the use of internet, the management of 

hotel and restaurant chains are now able to ensure online campaign to promote their service 

and is also able to provide an after-sales service to the customers as well. Keeping records of 

the financial activities and resources is vital in the hospitality industry, and this has become 

very efficient with the help of software like MS Word or Excel. And many other business 

activities have now been upgraded to cope up with the competition. However, Held (2014) 

states that the lack of knowledge in using modern technologies can backfire the business 

activities, so it is the duty of the hospitality management team to ensure control over the 

operation of the business. Successfully implementing digital technologies within the business 

activities can bring more profits to the hotel and restaurant chains because they will be able 

meet the expectations of their customers. 
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Chapter – 3: Research Methodology 

 

This section of the report provides details on how this research project has been prepared 

using different methods which can be used to gain the appropriate information for the 

research project and transfer the data to get the results this research project is trying to find 

from the information. 

 

Qualitative and quantitative strategy 

The qualitative research uses information which are rather descriptive and is based on 

personal opinions related to a specific topic (O'Rourke, 2011). The quantitative research uses 

information which are straightforward and somewhat statistical in general (Moyi, 2012). This 

research project will go with the quantitative research. 

Justification 

Quantitative research is more specific when it comes to information, and this research project 

needs specific data to elaborate the subject of the research. 

 

Primary and secondary research 

Primary research is done using survey questionnaire, structured interviews or observation. 

The secondary research is done using existing information from books, journals, newspapers, 

other research papers, internet etc. Information from the secondary research are more theory-

based (Sahay, 2011). So this research project will use the primary research. 

Justification: 

In order to get the specific and accurate information for this research project, it is best to use 

a survey questionnaire to collect the information which requires the use of primary research 

and this will help to get specific results from the research project. 
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Data collection sources 

 

Since this is a primary research, so the data will be collected using a survey questionnaire, 

and the data from the survey will be further used to get the statistical information. 

 

Population and sampling 

 

Population includes larger group of people related with the research (Wyer, 2013). Sampling 

is when a small selection of people is done from the population who represents the 

population. This research project uses a sample of randomly selected 50 employees of 

Marriot Hotel London for the research project. 

Justification: 

Collecting information from population isn’t possible within a short period of time (Xu, 

2015). Collecting information from sampling is easier and can be less costly. This research 

project needs to be done within a short period of time so the sampling is best to use. 

 

Cost of the research 

 

The research project includes several resources and this is why there are some costs. This 

research project would cost £500 which includes the following – 

❖ Stationary materials - £30 

❖ Computers and software - £70 

❖ Transportation cost - £200 

❖ Incentives of the research team - £170 

❖ Utility - £30 
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Time scale 

 

It has been estimated that it will take 63 days or 9 weeks to complete this research project. 
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Survey questionnaire for the research project 

 

This is the survey questionnaire for the research project with some questions related to the 

subject of this research –  
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Chapter – 4: Analysis and Findings 

 

The below data shows the respondents based on their age group. This research has used 

sampling of randomly selected 50 employees of Marriot Hotel London and there were people 

from different age group. 
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Q1: I believe the use of cloud technology can help securing valuable information of 

Marriot Hotel London 

 

There were 32% respondents 52% respondents who strongly agree and agree respectively. 

This is because they fell like that there are a huge number of information which are valuable 

to the company and the information has to be kept in a secured, which the cloud technology 

can offer to the organization. Remaining respondents gave both neutral answers and 

disagreements. 
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Q2: I think the use of digital technologies have helped the employees to quickly 

communicate with the management in case of emergencies in the service, resulting in 

communication improvements 

 

40% respondents strongly agree and 24% agree with this question. The reason for this is due 

to the fact that there are wireless devices which helps the employees and staffs to quickly talk 

to the management if there is any problem with the service and customers want immediate 

solution. This makes it easier for the management to provide quick instructions to the 

employees. 16% respondents gave neutral answers, 16% respondents disagree and the 

remaining 4% respondents strongly disagree with this. 

 

Q3: I believe Marriot Hotel London can benefit a lot from using internet for marketing 

activities 
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Only 12% strongly agree with this, while 56% respondents agree with the subject. 24% 

respondents were not sure about this so they stayed neutral. This is because that most 

respondents feel that online marketing is the best way to reach to a huge number of 

customers, while some respondents also believe that the traditional marketing activities might 

be better since the potential customers have chance to directly talk to the marketing team of 

the organization. Remaining respondents had disagreements. 
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Q4: I think that administrative works have become very flexible with the new 

technologies within the business 

 

This question surprisingly got the majority of positive responses. 72% respondents strongly 

agree and 16% agree with this question. This is because the administrative works can be 

overwhelming and using digital technologies can make things easier for the organization in 

terms of their administrative works. 4% was neutral, another 4% disagree and only 2% 

strongly agree. 
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Q5: I think that the resource wastage have been significantly reduced due to the fact 

that the management in Marriot Hotel London can monitor the flow of resources using 

the record keeping software and other digital tools to make sure cost does not go up 

 

The responses for this question turns out to be rather mixed. 36% respondents strongly agree 

and 40% respondents agree with this subject. 4% was neutral, 12% disagree and 8% strongly 

disagree. The reason for the mixed responses is because some respondents think that there are 

useful software and digital tools to monitor the business operations and resources, while other 

group of respondents feel that the digital solutions to monitor the flow of resources may not 

be accurate if these tools happen to come up with errors or technical problems. 
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Chapter – 6: Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

It is clear that there is a lot of benefits from the transformation caused by digital technologies 

within the hospitality management business activities and this transformation can surely bring 

more profitability for companies like Marriot Hotel London and ensure that their customers 

could be satisfied. 

Recommendations  

✓ Marriot Hotel London should make their own private server to save their information 

in their own cloud storage this will make it possible for the company to store as much 

data as needed securely. This will also make sure that the data is reachable at any time 

and from any where 

✓ They need to train their employees to implement the digital technology. This will 

involve making use of devices like tablets while serving the customer. These devices 

will help the workers to jot down instruction and inform the workers about the 

customer in real time making the operations process much quicker. 

✓ Using the online social media websites for marketing purpose can bring more 

customers. As in the present time almost everyone uses the social media to keep 

connected and in some cases be informed about the world, marketing in such plat 

forms will help reach a larger audience and at the same time make sure the advertising 

process in not expensive even though it might have the widest reach. 

✓ Management needs to use different technologies for administrative purpose like 

management software to organize the work of the workers and be able to schedule 

easily and this will make the whole process easier and more effective. 

✓ Continuously update software and hardware which are used for monitoring purpose to 

ensure they don’t give any errors or cause technical problems. The company in this 

case has to make sure to hire professional help to maintain the newly implemented 

digital technology to derive the best out of them and at the same time protect this 

expensive addition to their company. 

Conclusion 
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From the date analysis it was evident that the workers are very interested to implement the 

new technology to improve the job experience as well as the customer service. From the reply 

of the workers it is also evident that the customers may like these changes as the workers 

know their customers best. In the rest time most companies has adopted these modern 

changes to keep up with the needs of the customers and as a large company with enormous 

resources the Marriot can afford these changes which would be a very wise investment for 

their future. The company has already implement new technologies like management 

software, websites and marketing in the social media platforms and as a result they has been 

able to come with the surrounding challenges and with more investment in this field the 

company will be able to obtain an even bigger dominion on the tourism market of the world. 

 

Anticipated Limitations  

 

During the course of the research I had anticipated that the respondents (employees of 

Marriot) would not be very enthusiastic to help with the survey as it would take their time 

and, in this regard, I was right as most workers had work to do and had no time to devote to 

us and some hesitated as they felt that the management may take actions against them.  

I had also anticipated that the research would be expensive and this was true as the survey 

took longer than expected and there was additional expense on refreshments and 

transportations.  

I did not have much experience in conducting research and hence I had to learn the subject 

form the very beginning which was time consuming and needed a lot of dedication. 
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